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Visit the 
Urbana 

Bookstore!







The Power of Words…

A drop of ink may 
make a million 

think.
—Lord Byron









The Writing Life…

I went for years not 
finishing anything. 

Because, of course, when 
you finish something you 

can be judged.

—Erica Jong



The Writing Life…
Rejection slips…are 

lacerations of the soul, if 
not quite inventions of the 
devil. But there is no way 

around them.
—Isaac Asimov



The Writing Life…

I love deadlines. I 
like the whooshing 
sound they make 

as they fly by.
—Douglas Adams





Today’s Agenda
• The vocation question: am I called to this?
• The industry question: what do I need to 

know about publishing?
• The careers question: what kinds of roles 

and job are out there?
• The preparation question: how do I prepare?



My Urbana story…



A wonderful 
resource to find 
your calling and 

purpose! 
(And it’s a Book of 

the Day!)



A Crash Course 
in the Publishing Industry



Comingling of Secular and Christian



Landscape of Christian Publishers



Plus… 
 Tyndale House 
 Baker Books 
 Eerdmans 
 Crossway Books 
 Moody Publishers 
 Denominational Houses 
 University Presses 
 And of course: 

Independent and Non-Corporate Book Publishers



The 
Amazon 

Effect



The Challenge of Periodicals



The Challenge of Periodicals



The Rise of Online Media



Possible Positions
• Journalist/reporter
• Magazine or Book Editor
• Online Editor or Writer
• Corporate Communications
• Author
• Non-Writing Publishing Jobs



Preparation, Preparation



An Exercise in Editing…



One of the recent developments in modern technology, cellular 
phones, can be a threat to safety. A study by Donald Redmond and 
Robert Lim of the university of Toronto showed that cellular phones 
poses a risk to drivers. In fact people who talk by the phone while 
driving are for times more likely to have an automobile accident than 
those whom do not use the phone while drive. I like to use my cell 
phone when I am driving because it is convenient. The researchers 
studied 699 drivers. Who were in an automobile accident while they 
were using they're cellular phones. The researchers concluded that the 
mane reason for the accidents was not that people used one hand for 
the telephone and one hand for driving. Instead the cause of accidents 
were usually that the drivers became distracted angry or upset by the 
phone call. As a result the drivers' lost concentration. Many people find 
that monthly plans are more economical than pre-paid plans.
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Other Preparation Points
• Write for public consumption
• Learn to get feedback and take critique
• Work with an editor and understand 

revision process
• Deal with seeing your writing in public, the 

good and bad!



Be a 
Padawan!



Lee’s story…



Final Words From Faulkner…

Get it down. Take chances. 
It may be bad, but it’s the 

only way you can do 
anything really good.
—William Faulkner



Final Words From Faulkner…

If a story is in you, it’s 
got to come out.

—William Faulkner



Questions and Answers


